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My riding jersey is 

marked with rusty red 

dirt, splatters of  

strong alcohol and  

a vague whiff of horse,  
all remnants of a weeklong adventure through some of 
Europe’s wilder fringes, on trails that should be much better 
known. Our trip to the Balkans was carnage right from the 
start, organised in a last-minute panic after James McKnight 
(the brains behind the Misspent Summers bike journals)  
had to drop out and asked if I’d go in his place. As I scrabbled 
to organise riders, guides and ‘tourist industry reps’, I realised 
it was the perfect opportunity to get the crew involved – 
especially with all expenses covered! None of us had any real 
idea of how we were going to get there or what sort of people 
we’d be riding with, because the whole week was organised 
via a patchy video link. But we were excited to be embarking 
on a voyage into the unknown.

Likely lads, unlikely destination 

I quickly rounded up all my best riding buddies. They 
included my mountain biking partner-in-crime, the blonde-
moustache-twiddling Swede Hugo Magnusson; a motley 
crew of alpine lifers, scrambled within a few days just as 
cross-border travel became feasible again; and – believe  
it or not – the French actor Michel Biel, best known for his 
roles in Christopher Nolan’s Dunkirk and the Netflix series 
Emily in Paris. (We’d become good mates after I met him on 
a movie set and it emerged that he was well into bikes, and 
the Balkan contingent were more than happy to have a big-
screen heartthrob along for the ride.) 

Bike guides Martin Grannäs Brännström and Graham 
Pinkerton, travel agency rep Ross Cluley and Jonas Ernevi 
from LeRipp Mountain Bike Escapes completed the line-up. 
We were met in Skopje, the Macedonian capital, by Dimitri 
Dimitrov, Stojan Hadji Jevtimov and Riste Risteski, three 
absolute gents and purveyors of good times. Dimitri  
would be handling logistics, with Stojan guiding and driving, 
and Riste (aka Ricki) – a man whose bulging, tattooed  
biceps belie an unlikely passion for playing the violin and  
one hell of a good nature – onboard as our second driver.

A scratchy start 

It’s said that great mountain bike trips always start with a 
good trail. This one didn’t. Admittedly, it didn’t help that we 
all had hangovers, ranging from moderate to severe. It had 
been a long night on the rakia – a wicked-strong Balkan spirit 
distilled from fruit, which is best described by the saying, 
“good rakia should soothe the throat but burn the soul”.
Already feeling tender, 800m of climbing and descending 
through the thorny, tangled undergrowth and mech-busting 
rocky gullies of the Skopska Crna Gora mountain was not 
what we needed. After three or four hours of challenging 
descent, we were led battered and bruised into the garden of 
local rider Jorgos Voumvoulakis. The day took a turn for the 
better as cold cans of Macedonian lager were thrust into our 
hands, platters were piled high with sheep’s cheese, and the 
enticing whiff of grilled meat and veg built our appetites.

That afternoon, the riding improved, too. Shuttled up 
Vodno mountain, we started our subsequent descent from 
a gigantic looming cross that dominated the skyline. Aside 
from an elbow-smashing spill from Hugo, the trail was 
perfect – flowing berms catapulted us into techy sections, 
raising both smiles and our hopes for the rest of the trip. 
After a two-hour drive and a delicious nearly-midnight feast, 
we passed out, utterly comatose, in the Scardus Hotel.

Electric interlude 
Waking up to our first proper Macedonian breakfast, we 
wolfed down platters of omelette, feta-like cheese, olives 
and tomato, and jumped on a fleet of e-bikes for a guided 
50km ride around the Šar Mountains. Metodi Chilimanov 
and Mihail Solakov, who run touring and adventure company 
SharOutdoors, cut their teeth in the skiing game. With 
all of us being ski nuts, too, we spent a good deal of the 
ride scoping lines for a hastily-pledged winter return visit. 
Providing an abundance of refreshing river crossings and 
what appeared to be Macedonian cowboy meetings, the ride 
proved perfect as a rest for our bruised bodies.

That evening, via a quick stop at the somewhat staggering 
Šarena Džamija (Painted Mosque) in Tetovo, we transferred 
to Carevec Mountain Hut, next to Mavrovo Lake. Our host 
Vladimir Gorgioski was utterly brilliant. Sporting a tightly- 
curled moustache that even left Hugo impressed, Vladimir 
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was the epitome of hospitality and good humour. With rakia

glasses constantly filled and bellies stuffed with pork stew,

we gratefully toasted our chef – Vladimir’s wife, Sonja.

Storm chasers

An exposed mountain trail and the threat of thunderstorms

made day three a race against time. After shuttling to

Galichnik village, the starting point for a mountain trail

plummeting down to the village of Janche, the skies to the

east were starting to blacken, contrasting with the blue sky

above us. The clock was ticking. Graham hastily dropped

off a wall in front of a particularly pretty church (we’re all

overgrown kids at heart!) and then we joined the trail – a

deliciously exposed and rocky cliffside path. Navigating

a garden of polished boulders, we swung into a couple of

swooping turns before hitting a just-about-manageable

double switchback. Feeling chuffed that we appeared to
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Where is Macedonia?

Macedonia is a historical geographic region on the Balkan Peninsula in South East 
Europe comprising the country of North Macedonia (called 'Macedonia' by the locals) 

and parts of five other countries – Greece, Albania, Kosovo, Serbia and Bulgaria.
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have outrun the storm, we let the brakes off and entered the 

forest. The trail continued with a mix of long, fast straights, 

rail-able corners and the odd techy switchback. 

Then the rain came. Having experienced the worst alpine 

storms, I can say with conviction that this was genuinely 

torrential. Thirty or so sodden minutes later, we rolled 

into the entrance of our next accommodation, just as the 

rain stopped – classic. Hotel Tutto was a real treat. In the 

cavernous main hall, we wolfed down platters of Macedonian 

treats while gazing in bemusement at the interior decor. 

No, we hadn’t been spiked with psychedelics – the room 

contained an eclectic mix of painted Fiat 500s, about 20 

telephones, various treasures from what appeared to be 

Africa and the Middle East, and other utter randomness.

The forest moon

It transpired that a promised 30-minute pedal from the uplift 

drop-off point to the top of Dešat mountain was in fact a two-

hour ordeal through a bear-infested forest. Understandably, 

the frequency of muttering and moaning progressively 

increased at this point. However, a spot of soul-searching 
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brought the conclusion that the ratio of mechanised to 
human-powered ascent was good so far, and we should 
stop being utter whinge-bags. From here, the descent was 
on the Cross-Border Biking track. Joining us were Stefan 
Dodic and Viktor Jovevski. They, along with Dimitri, had 
been developing this descent as part of the Cross-Border 
Biking initiative, a network of trails connecting villages in 
the area. The top half flowed through relatively gentle open 
terrain before dropping into the mountain village of Vrbjani. 
From here, the long descent down to Žirovnica was simply 
phenomenal. Essentially a tunnel-like loamy rollercoaster, 
it felt remarkably close to the speeder bike chase from 
Return of the Jedi. After a couple of pints in Žirovnica, it was 
time to begin the drive to Albania. On the way, we stopped 
at the Monastery of Saint Jovan Bigorski (better known 
to us as St John the Baptist), established over a thousand 
years ago. It gave us a fascinating insight into the Orthodox 
side of Macedonian culture.

Vibrant valleys of contrast 

After a late and bumpy arrival, we awoke in Albania. Our 
accommodation, Guest House Sabriu, owned by Sabri 
and Festime Shahini, made me think of a large house and 
gardens in the Cotswolds. I’d soon learn that this was  
a country of contrasts, and not just in the architecture.
Chosen by our Albanian guide, Orgest Noka, the day’s 
ride was a 1,400m descent from Maja Grames, a nearby 

mountain. Driving through the town of Peshkopi on the 
way to the peak, the vibrant colours of the buildings, 
decor and landscape struck me. To my ignorant and 
not-nearly-travelled-enough eye, this recalled images of 
Central America, a notably different aesthetic to what I’d 
experienced in Macedonia.

We’d already encountered some exposure on the bikes, 
but this was our first time on the trip feeling that stomach-
lurching rush particular to precarious off-road mountain 
drives. After praying to the higher powers that Stojan and 
Orgest knew what they were doing – fortunately, they did 
– we arrived at the top, slightly shaken and raring to go. A 
mind-blowing vista of wonderfully deep and wide mountain 
valleys opened up before us, with storm cycles creating 
a saturated, hazy cloak on the far horizon. We plunged 
headfirst into the descent, setting off down an arcing 
ribbon of singletrack. Unfortunately, one of those distant 
storms suddenly became localised, crackling with lightning 
and roaring with thunder. With a scream and a scamper, we 
dashed to shelter in a nearby shepherd’s hut. Luckily, high- 
mountain farm fortifications are built exceptionally well in 
Albania, and we managed to survive the sudden blizzard.

Emerging after the rain had passed, the sun now 
beamed brighter, and we continued a riding experience 
that’ll be etched forever into my memory. According to 
Orgest, we were only the second party of mountain bikers 
ever to ride this trail. Well, I hope we won’t be the last – it 
was superb. Starting among chalky white rock, the trail felt 
like tacky dirt mixed with gritty stone. Lengthy straights 
were peppered with brief tech sections in an eye-widening 
introduction. This gave way to harder-packed grit with 
natural hits to air off. Later, the ground softened into 
tunnels of vibrant rusty red, providing a natural half-pipe 
to carve down. Hollering and hooting, this track shot to the 
top of our trip’s trail leaderboard.

Soon afterwards, we found ourselves cruising through  
a mountain village with a gleaming white mosque and 
rooves tiled in the same deep rust-red as the soil on 
our tyres. It was here that the stark contrasts of Albania 
became particularly evident. Looking one way, we had  
a slice of picturesque alpine village perfection; in the other 
direction, our gaze fell on towering hills of waste, rotting and 
unignorable – even at some distance, the stench infested 
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our lungs. Unfortunately, the open tip is not a rarity in a 

country that has yet to develop extensive waste collection 

networks. Talking to some locals, we learned that an initiative 

is progressing, slowly but surely. The dipping sun made the 

rest of the ride down a feast for the senses – in the right way, 

this time – with golden light offset against the hazy blue 

post-storm atmosphere. This created a dreamlike mirage of 

ghostly valleys stretching into the far distance.

Kings of the castle 

With our trip nearing its conclusion, we had some admin to 

sort – namely, the PCR tests required for us to fly back into 

Switzerland. Our journey into the town of Peshkopi didn’t 

just encompass nostril-invasion, but also some cultural 

exploration. Walking around was an experience; one street 

would almost resemble a tidy English suburb, while the 

next was a madly-colourful neighbourhood with painted 

yellow, red and blue buildings. Friendly groups of kids would 

follow us around, bantering in broken English and posing 

for photos. It wasn’t just kids (and Mercedes cars, for some 

reason) that numbered in their hundreds – there were stray 

dogs everywhere. Luckily, we didn’t encounter any canine 

trouble. Indeed, one of the most heart-tugging memories of 

the trip was a tiny puppy bounding into the loving arms of 

Swedish bicycle ripper turned animal whisperer Martin. After 

that little morsel of visual poetry, we jumped into the wagons 

and headed off to our next stop.

When Dimitri casually mentioned that we’d be spending 

the night in an Albanian castle, our stoke levels blasted to the 

moon. While not quite Camelot, it was a bona-fide fortress, 

complete with narrow defensive windows for firing arrows. 

After unloading the bikes, we went for a little pre-dinner 

pedal. Bumping into yet another posse of youths, we let 

them rip around on our bikes after failing to impress them 

with our wheelie skills. Back at the castle, Lulzim Hupi, 

the owner and host, greeted us with a beaming smile and 

a warm demeanour. This impressive building has been in 

Lulzim’s family since its earliest days. In fact, his great-great-

grandfather once singlehandedly defended both family and 

fort during a drawn-out battle against a marauding warband.

We heard this story after dinner, sitting cross-legged in a 

circle, drinking yet more rakia. Recounting the tale, Lulzim 

was visibly emotional, his pride in his family’s history and his

passion for the castle that symbolises it clearly evident. The 

evening was a deeply moving one. I would say it brought  

a tear to the eye, but that may have just been the rakia.

Before driving back into Macedonia for our flight home, 

there was one last surprise in store – an eco-friendly form  

of bike uplift that can be hired in the area. It did seem rather 

odd sitting on a horse, bike lashed to another animal, while 

being led up the mountain by someone on foot. However, 

the locals were into it, and we enjoyed the unique experience 

and the exposed, rocky trails. One nasty over-the-bars slam 

from Michel later, we rocketed down a sun-speckled path 

with storm clouds brewing above us. What a way to end the 

trip, and what an experience – two unique countries, with 

colourful culture, quality trails and incredible people. Driving 

back to Skopje Airport, I couldn’t wipe the grin off my face.
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TOUR  
operators

A huge thank you to 
everyone who helped 

make this trip 
happen, which 

wouldn't have been 
possible without 

these companies:

www.active.
experience-

macedonia.com
These Macedonian 
tour operators also 

offer trips in Albania 
and other Balkan 

destinations

www.leripp.com
A UK-Swedish MTB 

touring company 
who'll soon be 

offering bike holiday 
packages to 

Macedonia and 
Albania




